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A. INTRODUCTION

This chapter considers ethical issues related to the contemporary translation industry, about which little, to our knowledge, has previously been written to date. Many publications concerning ethics in translation have theorised on whether the translator should be constrained by fidelity to the source text or should be permitted to refuse to translate material that they consider unethical (Chesterman 1997; Van Wyke 2012), or on how translators negotiate a liminal space between cultures (Pym 2012) without consideration of the ethical issues related to the translation industry and the way it relates to its main stakeholders. Exceptions include work by Tymoczko (2007) and Abdallah (2010) on asymmetries of power and Drugan’s (2017) consideration of social responsibility and responsibility to clients, which harks back to a discussion of ethical dimensions of functionalism by Nord (1997) and the need to balance fidelity to the source, target, and facilitation of intercultural communication.

In this chapter, we focus on ethical concerns experienced by (and directed at) different stakeholders in the translation industry at various levels in translation production. These stakeholders’ responsibilities and priorities may differ depending on the organisation’s size,
geographical location, and length of experience of the actors, and this in turn will affect the level of trust in the interrelationships (Pym 2004). These factors have been heavily influenced by globalisation, a process enabled by translation and that influences the increasingly distributed production networks that carry out translation work (Cronin 2012). The work of Abdallah (2010, 2014) has been particularly important in establishing the tensions, loyalties, and disparate levels of agency within a translation production network.

Relationships within these production networks are highly transactional and subject to the competing imperatives of time, cost, and quality. In recent years, the agents involved at different levels in the translation industry have been constantly and increasingly adapting the way they work and communicate with each other in light of the massive introduction of technology throughout different stages of the translation process: indeed, automation does not concern solely the translation itself, but also project management processes and the platforms devoted to the interaction between translators, companies, and clients.

Given the complexity of the translation networks and the multi-level engagement of different actors, the chapter is articulated as follows: we first review the historical trajectory of the translation industry, highlighting how the perception of its social responsibilities has been evolving in recent decades, as with many other industries. The following section introduces relevant ethical issues specific to the translation industry, structuring them according to the ethical challenges experienced by its different stakeholders. Finally, the last section emphasises three emerging ethical issues relating to the translation industry: automation, workplace monitoring, and the challenge of crowdsourcing. The chapter shows that the translation industry, while sharing many of the ethical issues of any other sector, needs to be sustained by the development of an ethical reflection which is specific to the multifaceted reality of this rapidly-changing and global sector.
B. A SHORT HISTORY OF ETHICS IN THE TRANSLATION INDUSTRY

This section places the growth of the translation industry in historical context. Globalisation was made possible by technological advances and by the neoliberal consensus since the 1970s, breaking down international trade tariffs. Translation was a key factor in facilitating globalisation, and its growth in the neoliberal era has influenced the key responsibility of language service providers (LSPs): to be profitable. Although the first LSPs appeared in the 1990s as part of a burgeoning translation and localisation industry (O’Hagan 1996), the almost exclusive profit-orientation was in line with the 1970’s business mantra that ‘the social responsibility of business is to increase its profits’ (Friedman 1970, 122). This in turn influenced translation employment conditions to the extent that by 2012 freelance and contingent work practices had long overtaken that of standard employment (Pym et al. 2012). The profit motive is limited by the law, and Carroll (1991) suggests that additional but subordinate to legal limits are ethical responsibilities, obliging the company to behave fairly and to avoid harm. Interest in these ethical responsibilities, and in business ethics as a field, has grown since the 1980s, obliging management to ‘respect the rights of employees, consumers, and society in general’ (De George 2014, 502).

The literature on the social responsibilities of business evolved by extending the boundaries of companies’ social engagement far beyond the satisfaction of their shareholders: since the publication of Freeman’s stakeholder approach to strategic management (1984), any industry – including the translation industry – needs to face a new paradigm and to take into account the existence of different parties who can influence or are affected by the way a company sets and achieves its purpose.

As Drugan (2018) reports, from the 1990s a growing number of professional bodies and associations for translators were established, putting effort into creating codes of ethics for those working in this field. Around this time, translation and localisation research contributed
work reflecting on their respective industries (e.g. O’Hagan 1996; Esselink 2000), although ethical reflection has been infrequent in Translation Studies, and appears to be a low priority in the translation industry.

Technological advances have meant that communication is increasingly digital, with more content now being created than is possible for humans to translate (Reinsel, Gantz, and Rydning 2018). The move to digital texts has affected translators’ agency and ownership of resources, databases, and translations produced (Troussel and Debussche 2014). At the time of writing there are a number of coexisting modes of work and value models within the translation industry. While it is estimated that 70-80% of translators work full- or part-time on a freelance basis as part of what is known as the ‘vendor model’ of translation (Moorkens 2017), many still work as in-house translators, or translate as part of their role as what Pym et al. (2012) call paraprofessional translators. Institutions such as the European Union and the United Nations were considered particularly stable translation employers, but even the European Commission’s Directorate General for Translation increasingly outsource work to the less-stable translation marketplace (Moorkens 2017).

If a translation employer’s value proposition is based on lowering cost, this will mean that they necessarily have a highly transactional relationship with their translators, usually choosing the cheapest possible option. Bowker (2019, 460) has discussed the interrelated constraints of cost, time, and quality within a translation project, one of which will ‘typically be compromised to some degree.’ Pym, in particular, has considered this in his writing on translation ethics, noting that an employer may consider it worthwhile to compromise on quality while still producing a fit-for-purpose translation, moving any added cost in deciphering the text to the end user (Pym 2012, 146); or the purpose may require a high-quality publishable text. In the latter case, there is a greater trust relationship inherent in the
reliance of the client on the translator to produce a text that is consistently readable, accurate, and error-free (ibid. 146).

The push to reduce the cost of translation on the part of some employers involves retention of translation copyright ownership without payment for reuse, and maximising leverage using machine translation (MT).

Issues of ownership and copyright have long been part of translation ethics discussions (Venuti 1998), more recently with regard to reuse of translations for purposes that may not have been envisaged by the translator such as in training MT systems (Kenny 2011). The use of MT in the translation industry appears to be growing since the advent of neural MT, and Moorkens and Lewis (2019b) argue that widespread data dispossession and unilateral imposition of MT post-editing with related discounts may threaten the long-term sustainability of the translation industry in two ways: Firstly, in assuming that the ongoing reuse of data for which there can be several conflicting copyright claims can continue indefinitely, and secondly, by employing work practices that may discourage current and future translators. This is discussed further in Section C.

With regard to the future of the translation industry, this sector has been ahead of most others in terms of casualisation, globalisation, and digitalisation. While in other industries this has led to decreased employment, with technology gradually replacing some of the tasks that human beings used to perform, the headline figures in the translation industry seem to be less affected. The US Bureau of Labor Statistics (2019), for example, estimates that the number of translators and interpreters employed in the USA will increase by 19% in the decade 2018-2028, a growth rate beyond the predictions for many other industries. Practitioners in the field, such as Rechtman (2018), propose some reasons why Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based systems will not be able to replace human translators, citing subjectivity of language, artificial systems’ lack of sense of humour, and automatic speech recognition technology’s inability to follow and translate real-time speech.
In light of this historical review, the next section illustrates how one might perform an ethical analysis of the translation industry and which specific ethical considerations need to be taken into account.

C. ETHICS AND THE TRANSLATION INDUSTRY: REVIEWING ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Conducting an ethical analysis of an industry requires one to consider the purpose of this industry and whether the day-to-day company operations are aligned with or drift from its purpose. According to Melé (2019), there are different ways of looking at the purpose of a company: a) it can be oriented to the mere satisfaction of shareholders’ interests (shareholder approach); b) it can enlarge its purpose taking into account the existence of different agents having interests in the activity of that company (stakeholder approach); c) it can aim at contributing to the common good of society (common good approach). A translation company setting its mission in line with the stakeholder or the common good approach does not, of course, ignore the interest of shareholders. However, going beyond the mere generation of profit helps with viewing the company as a community of people working together for a common purpose rather than a set of contracts that need to be respected. Indeed, ethics can be defined as a guide for human excellence, and business ethics as a guide for human excellence in business organisations (Melé 2019). In light of this definition, which is shaped around an Aristotelian conception of ethics, people achieve excellence when they are able to express their full potential as human beings, flourishing qua human beings; and a business achieves excellence when, through its activity, it contributes to the good of society. Any company operating in the translation industry enhances society by allowing people to understand each other and to extend the use of goods and services to populations where these
goods and services would not be able to circulate without a common language used between the provider of the good or service and different intermediaries or the final users.

The literature on ethical issues experienced in the translation industry tends to revolve around the different actors who have an interest in the activity of the company rather than on the overall contribution of the translation industry to the good of society. For this reason, this section reviews existing literature related to different stakeholders of a translation company, and it concludes by highlighting possible paths to engage in a ‘common good’ approach to the purpose of the translation industry.

A company operating in this sector may focus on one or many language pairs and usually has a centralised management structure to interact – usually virtually within a projects-specific network (Risku et al. 2013) – with a multitude of clients and translators, functioning as a channel between those who request the service and those who offer it. This means that a company in the translation industry has many stakeholders, whose identification would help to methodically assess the ethical issues that the industry faces.

Freeman defines a stakeholder in an organisation as ‘any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the organisation’s objectives’ (2010, 46). For the scope of this chapter, the most relevant stakeholders of a typical translation production network are taken into consideration. We do not explicitly mention some stakeholders who are typical of a company in any industry (such as people working in accounting or human resources) and restrict discussion to the stakeholders particular to the translation industry. The following figure visually describes internal and external stakeholders connected to an LSP.
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Figure 20.1: Internal and external stakeholders in a typical translation production network
The LSP stands at the centre, originating and connecting the network of internal and external stakeholders. Internally, owners, project managers, and in-house translators have interests in the activity of the LSP (together with other employees typical of any industry). Language software developers, freelance translators, clients, end users, and society are the external stakeholders of an LSP. The presence of society at large as an external stakeholder opens up the possibility of looking at the industry’s contribution to the good of society, as we shall highlight in Section D.

The following five sub-sections cover different aspects involving LSP stakeholders: (i) the asymmetric relationship between translators and their employers, considering how that might affect the end user, (ii) how this results in unequal ownership of resources; (iii) the importance of sustaining translation as an attractive career option for translators and for society, (iv) resources for translators’ ethical training, and (v) the importance of trust and accountability, drawing mostly on literature from outside Translation Studies.

**Disparities of Power**

At one end of a translation production network is the translator, usually freelance, who provides a service to the translation buyer that conforms to quality expectations, respecting the source text, the translation brief (if provided), and target-language reader requirements. The tendency towards freelance work in the translation industry has made translators reliant on ethical behaviour on the part of their employers due to the disparity in power inherent between organisations of different sizes. Outsourcing saves an employer the costs of statutory requirements such as holiday or sick leave, training, as well as office costs such as light, heat, hardware, software, desks, seating, and office space (Campbell, Watson, and Buchanan 2004). Freelance translators are particularly vulnerable when they deal exclusively with a
single translation agency, a situation known as bogus self-employment. As such, they have little recourse if employers act in bad faith. Berardi (2015) highlighted the difficulty of collective action among distributed digital workers, although some groups have self-organised successfully, and others highlight poor or unethical employment practices such as non-payment, late payment, low rates, unilateral imposition of MT post-editing, and fake translation testing on online message boards, social media groups, and mailing lists. Abdallah (2010) reported several ways in which translators can protect their agency by attempting retribution or avoiding confrontation. This is unnecessary for many translators, of course, who have built up long-term trust relationships with their employers whereby their needs and concerns are considered and valued in a mutually beneficial relationship.

Where possible, Pym suggests that the translator should balance self-interest and cooperation, charging the ‘highest rate that the client can risk paying’ (2012, 151), with the caveat that the cooperation facilitated by the translator may impoverish one party (and thus he suggests loyalty to the weaker party), and that the cooperation may be so successful that the parties learn a lingua franca, rendering the translator unnecessary. The freedom for a freelance translator to act in their own best interests rather than within the constraints of bounded rationality depends on their relationship with those that hire or engage them, usually mediated via a project manager.

The translation project manager may work on a freelance or in-house basis. Their role is to agree the budget and timescale for a project, and to ensure that these are respected. While in some cases project management may be automated, it is common for the project manager (or a vendor manager reporting to them) to be the main point of contact for a translator and their main advocate within the network, subject to loyalty to their employer. At a similar level in the production hierarchy are direct employees who work in roles that relate to a project,
without necessarily directly contacting the translators. These stakeholders are constrained by the practices of their employer when dealing with translators and clients.

Translation companies that outsource work vary massively in size from sole traders, cooperatives, or limited company operations employing a small number of people, where management may have a direct hand in individual projects, to larger companies and conglomerates who must focus on profit-making. This market fragmentation was highlighted by Dranch, Beninatto and Johnson (2019), who report that the top ten language service companies’ total combined turnover surpassed US$3.9 billion in 2018. If the company is publicly traded, their fiduciary responsibility will be to reward shareholders within legal limits and while minimising harms to employees and society at large. They must minimise risk, perhaps ensuring that translators have indemnity insurance, and retain both clients and preferred employees. In publicly-traded companies that provide language services, the shareholder may be large or small, and while they may encourage corporate-social responsibility, they ultimately want return of investment and maximisation of profit. This is typically considered in the short rather than long term by lowering costs. The absence of a ‘just balance in development’ between all stakeholders and long- and short-term needs (Docherty et al. 2008, 4) may threaten the sustainability of the translation industry and deprive the final stakeholder – society at large – of access to reliable multilingual information.

**Ownership of resources**

The FIT (International Federation of Translators) Translator’s Charter (FIT 1963/1994) states that a translation, as ‘a creation of the intellect, shall enjoy the legal protection accorded to such works,’ including the ‘same privileges as the author of the original work.’ In practice, however, the rights of translators over translated material and translation
repositories are not clear. In a review of translation copyright Troussel & Debussche (2014) assert that translators have legal rights to copyright ownership, subject to the rights of original authors and depending on the jurisdiction based on the Berne Convention, and within the European Union, possible further rights as creators and maintainers of a database when using translation memories (TMs). Depending on their creative input and the type of source text, such a claim of ownership could be strengthened, and a further translation copyright may be asserted that would require the translator’s permission (and possible royalty payments) for retranslation based on their translated text.

However, it is common practice in the translation industry for translators to return TMs via the project manager to their employers, retaining no ownership over the TM or the final translation. This means that translators have no control over how their work is repurposed, nor for the type of material translated while leveraging their work in secondary and tertiary use. New use cases continually appear for repurposing all data, translation data included, that were not previously envisaged (Moorkens 2017). The industry perspective continues to be that copyright is generally owned by the end client, with TMs retained by the translation provider for leveraging by any translator employed so as to minimise cost. Due to the growing and insatiable demand for human-created data in translation and other areas for training data for machine learning, this data is increasing in value. Moorkens and Lewis (2019b) note that in retaining the data, translation employers take on responsibility for storage and data security, with operational and legal risks in case of a cyberattack. However, they suggest a move to translator ownership of this data with royalty payments to translators as an option for improving the power balance and sustainability of the translation industry.

Even if the issues related to ownership of resources can seem to be of a legal nature, ethics are very much involved, as a violation of rights or contracts is in clear contrast with the virtue
of justice, which can be defined as the consistent intention to give each person what is due to them (Melé 2019).

**Sustaining Employment in the Translation Industry**

In order to take ethical considerations into account, and to improve the agency of translators, Abdallah (2014, 13) puts forward a three-dimensional quality model, which could take into account not only the product and process of translation, but also the social quality, which includes translators’ ‘relations to the rest of society and their relations and interaction pertaining to the work that is collectively produced.’ She believes that by taking the relationship with the rest of society into account, and by maximising ethical employment practices, translation work could be made more attractive and sustainable. This is a concern voiced more and more often at translation conferences and events; various surveys and articles have highlighted translators leaving the industry due to low rates, stress of tight deadlines, imposition of post-editing work with low-quality MT with a mandatory discount, and difficulties in getting paid (Abdallah 2010; EC/CIOL/ITI 2017).

Due to the high number of translators (Pym et al. (2012) estimated this to be 330,000 worldwide) and their varied modes of work, the number of people leaving the industry is difficult to estimate. Even without this information, the social quality of a translation production network appears to be undervalued. Lagoudaki (2008) described how translators’ requirements for translation editing interface design were subordinate to those of their employers, and ten years later translators cited similar dissatisfaction with translation tools (Moorkens and O’Brien 2017). Without an obvious return of investment, the arguments to tailor tools or workflows for translators tend not to filter through the production network.

A deficit of translators would also bring about a lack of translation data for training of MT systems. Neural MT requires huge amounts of bilingual data for training, with updates
needed for changes in language and terminology. While the most widely-translated languages are currently reasonably well served for data to maximise MT quality, the majority are still short of enough translation data to create high-quality MT systems. Even the best-performing systems have shown evidence of standardisation and a loss of linguistic diversity in their output (Vanmassenhove, Shterionov, and Way 2019). Research into unsupervised MT systems that can be trained on monolingual data have shown some positive results (Artetxe, Labaka, and Agirre 2019), but nonetheless, the ongoing collection and reuse of translation data for MT training is necessary for systems to produce current and maximum-quality results.

Moorkens and Lewis (2019b) consider whether the industry is following a sustainable trajectory, or whether changes are necessary to improve translator wellbeing and to address issues regarding ownership of translation resources (see section that follows). They cite the International Labour Organisation’s substantive elements of Decent Work (Ferraro, Pais, and Rebelo Dos Santos 2015) and argue that these are not reflective of the translation occupation for many freelancers. Moorkens (2020) asserts the need to fulfil motivation and satisfaction factors within sustainable work systems. If translators are exiting, yet the demand for translators is growing, sustainability must be a concern. Cronin (2017) believes that, as translators’ work is not sufficiently valued nor remunerated, translators would be better to advocate the large-scale societal changes required to facilitate global environmental sustainability (see section that follows). Pym (2004) wrote that the argument for more translation is not always justifiable, such as when the target text is of insufficient worth to justify the effort, implicitly criticising the constant hunger for growth in the translation industry.

At present, international and national translator organisations (such as FIT) perform valuable lobbying on the part of translators and work on protecting the sector. The FIT
Translator’s Charter (FIT 1963/1994) and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Recommendation on the Legal Protection of Translators and Translations and the Practical Means to improve the Status of Translators (UNESCO 1976) recommend rates of pay and employment protection for translators equivalent to other professions, along with copyright ownership of translated works. These recommendations are more relevant than ever, although their effectiveness is difficult to evaluate. Translator organisations also offer valuable fora for discussion, advice, and professional development options for translators. The latter are discussed in detail in the following section.

Resources for Translators: Ethical Training as Continuing Professional Development?

National associations provide their members with opportunities for continuing professional development (CPD), and often offer courses, readings, conferences, seminars and workshops, although few of these tend to focus specifically on ethics. A more systematic approach to the professional development of the profession would make these standalone efforts part of an integral project. In other industries, a great deal of attention is given to ethical training of workers. Many of the resources for CPD of translators are intended to develop their career as professional translators and self-made entrepreneurs (e.g. McKay 2006). One exception is the American Translators Association (ATA), which offers an online ethics module as an educational requirement (https://www.atanet.org/certification/online_ethics_overview.php).

There is debate in academia about the effectiveness of training in ethics: for example, in the field of business ethics education, Hartman inquired how anyone can ‘expect to make a business student a good person with one course in one semester?’ (2013, 189). The same can be argued for ethical training for translators and the need for transformative change in the
way that ethics is perceived across this industry: ethics is not a mere list of dos and don'ts, nor
the mere application of a code of conduct, it is rather a guide for excellence in human
behaviour (Melé 2019). If ethics is perceived in this way, translators should realise that
training in ethics is not a box to tick or an additional line to their curriculum, but rather an
instrument to fully develop as excellent translators and excellent human beings.

In the case of the translation industry, it would be worth enhancing the development of
ethical training for two main reasons: Firstly, it would help raise the ethical standards of the
profession on the side of both employers and freelancers. Secondly, it would provide
translators with the intellectual tools to understand how developing the virtues of a good
translator will also contribute to their own personal flourishing. Drugan and Megone (2011)
comment on the absence of systematic training in ethics at the level of academic education
and suggest the integration of ethics across the Translation Studies curriculum, using case
studies as a teaching tool to stimulate discussion and to train learners in ways to solve
concrete ethical dilemmas typical of the profession.

At present, particularly in translator associations, the focus in CPD is on good business
practices and field specialisation, which has proved to be key for several very successful
translators. Specialisation, however, needs to be combined with responsiveness,
professionalism, and trust-building in interactions with translation buyers (Durban 2011): this
will help to enhance the relationship between the LSP and its internal and external
stakeholders, also cultivating excellence within the profession.

Trust in the Translation Industry

In general, a relationship of trust is established in an interaction or economic exchange
when one of the parties exposes their vulnerability to the other and relies on the positive
expectations towards the intentions of the other (Rousseau et al. 1998). In his work on
translation ethics, Chesterman asks ‘why should translators be loyal to their profession, why should they be accountable to these various other participants in the communication situation? My answer would be: because of the overriding value of trust’ (1997, 181).

Given the way the translation industry is currently structured, it is not only the individual translators that need to ensure loyalty to their profession and accountability towards the other agents involved in the translation network, as Chesterman affirms, but also the companies operating in this sector need to build trust for their business to be successful. The academic literature on translation and trust from an organisational point of view is not as developed as the academic literature that considers the relationship of trust between the translator and the other actors in the translator network, in one-to-one relationships. This distinction between trust on a personal level and on an institutional level is explored by Rizzi, Land and Pym (2019) with reference to translation (also adding the perspective of ‘regime-enacted’ trust). A seminal contribution in the exploration of trust at an organisational level by Abdallah and Koskinen (2007) refers to the translation industry as network-based. With the caveat of the lack of support from a more extended body of literature, it can be argued that those relationships of trust highlighted by existing literature in Translation Studies from an individual point of view can be analysed, mutatis mutandis, in the perspective of the organisation. Following the stakeholder approach that this chapter suggests for the analysis of the translation industry, it can be argued that a company in the translation industry needs to establish relationships based on trust with all the stakeholders involved in its network.

From the point of view of an individual translator, Chesterman presents this multi-stakeholder view on trust, listing the different actors involved in the trust relationship with the translator:

The translator also needs to trust the original writer, and also the commissioner of the translation: there must be a trust that the translation itself
is worth doing. Translators must also trust that their readers will read the translation in good faith, that their readers in turn will trust that there is “something there” in the translation that makes it worth reading. It is, in fact, not only the translator that must trust, but also the other parties to the translating act: readers, plus of course the commissioner of the translation, the publisher, and also the original writer (if still alive, of course). Translational trust works both ways (Chesterman 1997, 180).

Chesterman also argues that trust is ‘the value governing the accountability norm’ (1997, 180). He defines this accountability norm, explaining that ‘a translator should act in such a way that the demands of loyalty are appropriately met with regard to the original writer, the commissioner of the translation, the translator himself or herself, the prospective readership and any other relevant parties’ (Chesterman 1997, 68).

In deploying all the multi-faceted relationships of trust implied in the work of the translator, Chesterman’s contribution can be re-read as a building block of the contemporary translation industry. Trust is at the basis of the relationship between all stakeholders, frequently mediated by a company, which needs to enter these trust-based relationships and strengthen them. Adding a layer to this process can actually add complexity, without adding economic expense if trust is built (Pym 2004). Conversely, processes related to translation within a company become slower and more expensive due in particular to lack of trust and information asymmetry (Chan 2008). For example, clients with no expertise in the target language can either outsource to verify the accuracy of a translation, or they can just trust the translator because of their reputation or the reputation of the intermediary agency. As in any other industry, mistrust bears a cost, whereas ‘to build trust is also to reduce transaction costs’ (Pym 2004, 5). Pym links trust primarily to its role of reducing complexity. Reduced complexity and increased trust contribute to lowering overall costs, making trust the ‘highest
virtue to be sought in translators’ based on the value in its ‘role as the prime mechanism for reducing complexity’ (Pym 2004, 11).

Mistrust can also generate other costs related to the translators’ working conditions. The growing fear of piracy and leaks, primarily of audiovisual and entertainment materials, adds constraints on translators, who often find themselves outside of a circle of trust, having to work with pre-release material. This may result in non-disclosure agreements, and in working conditions where the need for secrecy impinges on the ability to produce a high-quality target text. Hubscher-Davidson (see chapter in this handbook) notes the ethical stress for translators in situations when professional deontological ethics and business ethics are at cross-purposes.

With specific reference to the translation industry, Abdallah and Koskinen discuss how trust can be managed within the industry, and they note this may be particularly complex due to ‘the geographic distance between the intermediary agency and the translators, as well as by the sheer number of translators needed for a steady output in several language pairs’ (2007, 681). The level of trust needs to be even higher when the end users of the products delivered by the translation industry are especially vulnerable. With regard to translation and children’s literature, Oittinen (2006) specifically addresses the ethical concerns related to the activity of the translator catering for the youngest possible public of readers. She interestingly refers to an Aristotelian conception of ethics and the way human beings strive to achieve personal flourishing (Aristotle 2000) in order to assess the ethics of translation in this specific context, and discusses how the choice of a foreignisation or domestication may be viewed as ideological imposition of the adult’s view on children (Oittinen 2006).

Avenues for further research in trust and the translation industry might consider the application to translation of a study conducted by van der Werff, Real, and Lynn (2018). The authors compared traditional models of trust with trust in technology systems. Given the way that the translation industry is structured with intertwined and overlapping contributions of
human translators and AI-based systems, it can be potentially argued that the translation industry currently combines the dimensions entailed in both the traditional trust model and the trust in technology systems (van der Werff, Real, and Lynn 2018, 393). As reported by van der Werff et al. (2018), the dimensions of traditional trustworthiness are ability, benevolence, integrity, competence, benevolence, honesty/integrity, and predictability, while the dimensions entailed in technology systems are performance, purpose/helpfulness, process/predictability, functionality, helpfulness and reliability. It would be worth exploring the combination of these dimensions in the translation industry, given the evolution of the translation industry business model – which in many cases has completely shifted to the online market – and of the translation technique itself.

D. NEW FRONTIERS FOR THE ETHICS OF THE TRANSLATION INDUSTRY

This topical section reviews the way the translation industry addresses environmental concerns and reflects on the ethical implication of the introduction of AI-based systems throughout different processes typical of the translation industry. Moreover, a special focus is dedicated to the opportunity to develop those traits that are specifically human in the translation process, such as human wisdom, considering the massive introduction of new technologies.

Environmental Sustainability in the Translation Industry

Cronin (2017, 6) highlights translation’s place in increasingly unsustainable energy dependency, with localisation in particular associated with an ‘ideology of boundless growth’. Translation technology relies on the ICT industry, with its use of mined rare metals and deserved reputation for poor recycling and polluting (Cronin 2017). Increased communication requires vast rollouts of fibre optic cabling and storage for the estimated 175...
ZB of data held by 2025, with 49% expected to be held in cloud computing environments (Reinsel, Gantz, and Rydning 2018). Neural MT is particularly computationally expensive, requiring powerful GPUs (Graphical Processing Units) for training and large amounts of power. Strubell, Ganesh, and McCallum (2019) estimate that training one large transformer neural network model will produce almost five times the CO\textsuperscript{2} output of a car (including fuel) during its full lifetime.

Cronin believes that the only solution to this unsustainable consumption is a ‘Great Transition’ away from the ideal of continuous growth with translation central to such a move on a societal scale, based on solidarity with global and future humans. He pushes against the utopian idea of mutual intelligibility that was the basis of Weaver’s (1949) initial ideas for MT, suggesting that diverse linguistic spaces are more resilient and viable. Following such a transition, translation would revert to a craft, facilitating artistic, literary, spiritual, or creative work, rather than ‘the auxiliary of material goods based on wealth creation’ (Cronin 2017, 117). With respect to industry, this means taking a broad, imaginative, and ethical view of the enterprise landscape that fits with the perspective of Docherty et al. (2008, 4), who advocate work within sustainable systems ‘aimed at the regeneration of… human, social, material and natural resources’ for the benefit of future generations.

**AI and the Future of Translation Work: Machine Translation and Human Wisdom**

The hype about neural MT (NMT) (Castilho et al. 2017) has brought existential angst to the fore for translators (Vieira 2018). On the face of it, the large and growing amounts of translation required should mean that both human and machine translation have a strong outlook. Employment in translation continues to grow (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2016) alongside increased MT throughput (Google 2016), and MT continues to rely on humans for its data and evaluation (Kenny 2011).
However, the translation industry has enthusiastically taken on MT as a productivity tool (Lommel and DePalma 2016), with the technology often imposed on translators rather than introduced in consultation (Cadwell, O’Brien, and Teixeira 2018), and new use cases being found for successful integration of raw and post-edited MT where automation had previously been considered unwise or risky (Moorkens 2017). This imposition of automation, along with digital dispossession and predictions of technological unemployment in the media, tends to add to negative perceptions from translators – and trainee translators – of their prospects. These perceptions are common to other sectors which are affected by machine learning, where data is gathered at scale and repurposed for training. As newer translation tools, whether locally installed or using a browser interface, use cloud-based storage, there are additional concerns about workplace monitoring and aggregation of translation and personal data.

Workplace monitoring is becoming more prevalent in general to avoid misuse of company time and resources. Moore and Robinson report the spread of monitoring to contingent and creative workers, writing that ‘workers are now being asked to measure our own productivity and health and well-being in art-houses and warehouses alike’ (2016, 2774). User activity data may now be recorded within several commercial translation tools. Product quality monitoring is still more common in the translation industry, with samples of specialised translation work often measured using error typologies (Lommel 2018). The sample size, or whether work is sampled at all, may differ based on the trust relationship with the translator, and poor results in these evaluations may affect future employment prospects (Koo and Kinds 2000).

With the aim of obtaining a smoother workflow – which can also be constantly tracked and monitored – the translation industry is moving to cloud translation platforms that combine the power of cloud computing with technology specialised in language processing.
These interfaces can ‘realise collaborative translation functions, organising multiple spatially distributed translators to complete one translation task’ (Yan Ren 2015). The move to cloud computing systems is likely to cause some of the ethical issues found in other industries using cloud computing technology, such as the ‘problem of many hands,’ when a single person cannot be identified or held responsible when a problem occurs, or issues related to ownership and privacy that are already problematic in the translation industry (Timmermans et al. 2010). Garcia (2015), on the other hand, believes that cloud-mediated interactions could help with translator recruitment, and Benotmane (2019) predicts that the use of quality monitoring via the cloud will have an equalising effect, highlighting the quality of good translators who may not market themselves successfully, and assuring trust and quality in online marketplaces where identity theft and lying about translation skills have previously caused problems (Pym, Orrego-Carmona, and Torres-Simón 2016).

Online marketplaces include those where professional translators meet and jobs are offered, the general purpose crowdwork platforms, and many in between. Crowdsourced translation is community-based and works thanks to the existence of the internet. Unlike machine learning, it does not need a specific technology designed for the purpose of translation, but only a functioning network. Katan (2016, 12) has predicted that by 2025 non-professionals will account for ‘most social media and much audiovisual translation,’ and in his 2008 survey, amateur translators, especially those with subject-specific knowledge from other fields, were considered the biggest threat to the profession by 388 professional and paraprofessional translator and interpreter respondents (Katan 2009). Anastasiou and Gupta define crowdsourcing as ‘the process by means of which organisations can tap into the wisdom of their dedicated external community and use the wisdom for their benefit, i.e. with low cost, for more languages, and within the specified time frame’ (2011, 638). The use of the word ‘wisdom’ is interesting here, as in the domain of ethics and technology there is a
debate about whether human wisdom can or cannot be substituted and automated. Vallor (2016; 2017), in light of the analysis of the common characteristics of wisdom in different ethical traditions, concludes that wisdom is considered ‘as more than knowledge, intelligence, or expert skill.’ Rather, it is ‘considered as a manner of living, a life which regulates and cultivates itself in the light of those ends it has chosen or grasped as ultimate in value, that is, in light of life conceived as whole’ (Vallor 2017, 176). This is relevant to human contribution to the activity of translation. Chesterman (2006) goes as far to include translation in the realm of activities that the moral philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre (2007) describes as ‘practices.’ MacIntyre defines a practice as:

Any coherent and complex form of socially established cooperative human activity through which goods internal to that form of activity are realised in the course of trying to achieve those standards of excellence which are appropriate to, and partially definitive of, that form of activity, with the result that human powers to achieve excellence, and human conceptions of the ends and goods involved, are systematically extended (2007[1981], 187).

As Chesterman notes, in this definition cooperation prevails on competition, and the key word that frames the context of the activity is excellence. Moreover, following MacIntyre (2007), the practice is embedded in a tradition which the practitioners continue to enhance. There is a narrative in which the translators participate as protagonists, bringing in their desire to be excellent _qua_ professionals and _qua_ human beings. The assertion here is that, even if automation will be able to replace some of the ‘tasks’ of translators, it will never replace this desire for personal flourishing and the professionalism and passion that each translator adds to the long tradition of this persistently necessary job. These considerations open avenues for further research in the ethics of the translation industry: it is worth exploring the characterization of the specific goods that the translation industry brings to
society, and of the virtues that human translators need to develop in the current heavily automated scenario.

The question for the future of the translation industry is whether to retract as a move to global environmental sustainability, to continue as at present, pushing more translators into post-editing, or to aim for an empowering middle ground that follows the intention of Kay in his *Proper Place of Men and Machines in Language Translation* (1980), wherein machines process quantity while ‘human translators will make decisions, give advice, gain trust, and transmit quality’ (Pym 2012, 145).

E. CONCLUSION: A SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

This chapter reviews existing literature on the ethics of translation industry, first placing translation in the context of the global economy and growing consideration of corporate social responsibility and business ethics at the end of the 21st century. The translation industry in general appears to consider business ethics subordinate to the profit motive, and receives little push-back from translators, who are often not in a position to maximise their agency due to disparities of power. In examining the relationships and motivations within a translation production network, we identify a number of stakeholders and consider their concerns and responsibilities. In analysing training options for translators, ethical training is lacking, but this could contribute to the personal flourishing of a translator as a good professional and as a person, and to trust-building. Several freelance translators have built high-trust relationships with their employers, and thus enjoy better conditions with respect to payment, monitoring, and data ownership than many of their peers. For others, the various pressures of freelance translation work may lead them to consider leaving the industry. This brings concerns about the sustainability of the industry, prominently discussed by Cronin
(2017), who believes that a major shift from industrial translation is required as part of a global shift to cut consumption.

This is one option when considering the future of translation work, as AI, workplace monitoring, and crowdsourcing continue to change the nature of the role of a translator. Another option is to continue along the current trajectory with more translators pushed into unsatisfying work and struggling for secure payment. A third way follows the suggestion of Kay (1980), letting machines do the heavy lifting while humans attempt to flourish with creative, interesting, and curatorial work.
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H. FURTHER READING (3-5 ITEMS WITH A BRIEF ANNOTATION TO EXPLAIN WHY RECOMMENDED)
Although none of these contributions is specifically about ethics in the translation industry, each touch on issues raised in this chapter. Abdallah is key in identifying production networks as the prevailing working environment in the contemporary translation industry in her chapter focusing on translators’ agency.


Drugan identifies a lack of ongoing support for individual translators and interpreters in the course of their work.


Pym engages in a discussion of ethics from the perspective of the individual translator.


1 For a discussion of these topics, please see Moorkens and Lewis (2019a).